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Architecture is the art of the ensemble: the corporeal whole and its individ-
ual parts. For centuries, the theory of proportions was the cornerstone of architec-
tonic design. This applied to all of the epochs from the Romanesque to the Gothic, 
from the Renaissance to modernity. Even Modernism, with its purported rejection 
of classical architecture, was grounded in timeless proportional systems such as the 
integer-based, “musical” proportions of 3:4, 2:3, or 3:5, as well as the golden ratio.

Even if there is no longer a school of thought teaching modules on “proportional 
theory,” proportions almost always resonate with the design of contemporary build-
ings – diffidently, as if they were something objectionable. Proportional systems act 
as a means of taming the arbitrary and chaotic with order and structure. 

Certain ratios are often perceived as aesthetically beautiful, pleasant to the 
eye, and therefore more harmonious than others. The preoccupation with correct 
dimensions and placement of parts in relation to the whole even goes so far as to 
categorize the natural world through numerical relationships. What could be more 
authentic and timeless than a proportional system that has already existed in nature 
for millions of years?

Despite its enduring relevance, there has not been any scholarly engagement 
with the topic of proportions in architecture for a long period of time. This makes 
the contributions to the conference at the ZHAW Department A, grounded in cut-
ting-edge insight into the perception of space, all the more valuable when presented 
in book form.

Prof. Dr. Oya Atalay Franck
Director, Department A

Foreword



PART I.



“Within the terms of a new conception of the world the whole structure 
of classical aesthetics was systematically broken up, and in this process 
man’s vision underwent a decisive change. Proportion became a matter of 
individual sensibility and in this respect the architect acquired complete 
freedom from the bondage of mathematical ratios. This is the attitude to 
which most architects as well as the public unconsciously subscribed right 
down to our own days.”
 Rudolf Wittkower, 19491 

There are discourses that perpetually haunt architecture, sometimes becom-
ing an outright obsession for architects. Discourses such as ‘utopia’, ‘the environ-
ment’, or ‘the social’ are omnipresent, even dominant, for years – only to disappear 
suddenly and be replaced by other discourses. But sooner or later, these forgotten 
topics make their triumphant return to fashion, once again becoming the provisional 
center of architecture itself. This periodically recurring obsession with certain motifs 
serves only one purpose: to distract architecture from its own problematique, its 
irrelevance, and its fickleness. 

Not so with the topic of proportions! Although for centuries proportions, along 
with the Classical orders, were the foundation of the discipline, they lost their signif-
icance during the Enlightenment and were forced into obsolescence, and remain of 
diminished relevance to this day.2 There are and have always been architects who, 
more or less, explicitly applied proportions to their designs; however, they are a 
minority – and more importantly, they wrote little on the subject. This is the case 
even when proportions were fundamental to their work, as discussed by Rainer 
Schützeichel in his essay on Theodor Fischer (1862–1938). The final apostle of pro-
portions was, of course, Le Corbusier (1887–1965) with his Modulor. His system 
was also adopted by Ernst Neufert (1900–1986) – a former disciple of the Bauhaus 
movement – for his design teaching, thus partially transposing the principles of pro-
portion into the standardization of architectural detailing. 

Nevertheless, proportions are not part of our contemporary discourse. There 
are numerous reasons for this, including the fact that proportions are associated 

Andri Gerber
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with order, harmony, and ideals; these qualities are no longer pertinent to the fluid 
digital world, cultural contradictions, and rapid change that characterize life today. 
Architecture based on proportions could serve as an alternative to this, but even 
self-professed ‘conservative’ architects do not hearken back to them, in part because 
they lack the knowledge to do so. Proportions, or what we associate with them on 
a case-by-case basis, generate touch of nostalgia. The quote by Rudolf Wittkower 
(1901–1971) introducing this chapter bears witness to that – evidence from one of 
the final ‘rediscoverers’ of proportions. It is certainly no coincidence that historians 
continually discover proportions anew, and having this discussion in contemporary 
times reveals how two worlds collide with one another, unable to communicate 
across their differences. In an essay in Baumeister in 2006, historian Jan Pieper, 
known for his meticulous research into Pienza, attempted to analyze the Mercedes-
Benz Museum by UNStudio with the instruments of proportions. But confronting 
such a project with orders and harmony proved to be an impossible task. The par-
ametric architecture of UNStudio lacks “[…] a sense of the right measures”3 and 
its “appropriateness of form and dimension”4 was questioned in Pieper’s critique. 

With his book on proportions, Wittkower generated one of the last significant 
waves of enthusiasm for the topic. However, thirty years previously, the influential 
art historian Erwin Panofsky (1892–1968) had complained that “investigations into 
the question of proportions […] are usually treated with skepticism, or at the very 
least noted with disinterest,” and that a modern observer “in his still largely roman-
ticized view of art [finds] it embarrassing, or at least uninteresting, if a historian tells 
him that certain representations follow a rational law of proportions or are based 
on a particular geometric schematic”.5 For Panofsky, it was already apparent that 
proportions had no future. 

What most precludes a resurgence of engaging with proportions is the fact that 
the generation of Le Corbusier, as Werner Oechslin and Martin Tschanz assert in 
their essays, could still draw from the fundamental principles of proportion they 
had been taught, whether directly or indirectly. Later, this knowledge was ultimately 
lost. Today, there is hardly a studio design teacher – with perhaps the exception 
of Peter Märkli – who attempts to impart students with such knowledge. And as 
Märkli observes in his interview in this book, it would require more than a single 
semester of studio design to convey the kind of complex knowledge required to 
expound upon this subject. 

Finally, the nature of proportions themselves discourages their ‘revival’, because 
it is not inherently clear whether architecture itself belongs to art, science, or is 
a third, hybrid form. For centuries, architecture has asked itself this question in 
vain – at least until it lost interest, or flitted away to some other sort of extreme. 
As such, proportions remain a challenge for architecture on multiple levels, as well 
as a significant problem for anyone who attempts to consider the discipline from a 
distance. That is precisely what renders working with proportions so exciting, and 
is what inspired us to write this book. 

The history of proportions in architecture is well documented, and is presented in 
the first three essays of this book. As an analogy, the canon of classical architecture 
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is based on proportions, which rely on mathematical, geometric, or musical rela-
tionships. Proportions were critiqued, in part, as early as the Renaissance, beginning 
the moment architects discovered that the ruins of antiquity they unearthed deviated 
from the measurements asserted primarily by Vitruvius. Even then, they posed the 
fundamental question as to which ideal should be pursued. Leon Battista Alberti 
(1404–1472), along with many others, was concerned about beauty as an ideal to 
be achieved through proportions, even if beauty remained somewhat difficult to 
define: “Now I come to a matter with which we have promised to deal all along: 
every kind of beauty and ornament consists of it; or, to put it more clearly, it springs 
from every rule of beauty. This is an extremely difficult inquiry; for whatever that 
one entity is, which is either extracted or drawn from the number and nature of all 
the parts, or imparted to each by sure and constant method, or handled in such a 
manner as to tie and bond several elements into a single bundle or body, according 
to a true and consistent agreement and sympathy – and something of this kind is 
exactly what we seek – then surely that entity must share some part of the force and 
juice, as it were, of all the elements of which it is composed or blended; for otherwise 
their discord and differences would cause conflict and disunity”.6 He concludes that 
it is necessary to understand the effects of this entity and its innate characteristics. 
Here it is about a relation between individual parts, and the question is then how 
binding this connection must be. However, Alberti’s derivatives, including his mean 
proportion, were different than those of his contemporaries, even though he too 
based his system on absolute relations. It was the relativity of systems that Claude 
Perrault (1613–1688) had questioned in his 1673 translation of Vitruvius and in his 
1683 Ordonnance des cinq espèces de colonnes. He distinguishes between positive 
and arbitrary principles of architecture. The former he characterizes as “solidité, 
salubrité” and “commodité,” the latter as beauty, which is not exactly ‘positive’, 
but is dependent on “consentement”: general consensus. Proportions are consid-
ered pleasing because people have become accustomed to them. Aesthetic judgment 
remains relative, and cannot be derived from musical proportions. 

For proportions in the context of architectural history, it was all downhill from 
there. While this history could be extended to include several more or less well-
known ‘proportional apologists’ – including Edwin Lutyens (1869–1944), Louis 
Kahn (1901–1974), Hans van der Laan (1904–1991), as well as Swiss artists André 
M. Studer7 (1926–2007) and even Peter Zumthor (1943), or influential theoreti-
cians such as Adolf Zeising (1810–1876), Matila C. Ghyka8 (1881–1965), and Hans 
Kayser9 (1891–1964) – this is not the point. It is much more about the nature of 
proportions per se.10

Even two of the most important advocates for a theory of proportions, August 
Thiersch (1843–1917) and Le Corbusier, did not consider them to be a panacea 
for architecture. Rather, they continually emphasized that proportions are only an 
instrument; it is up to the talent of the architect to use them correctly in order to 
create ‘good’ architecture. 

Accordingly, in 1883, Thiersch claimed that no rule of art “[replaces] the lack of 
genius. The diligent use of an encyclopedia of rhymes does not yet make a poet, but 
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the poet must carefully observe the rules of rhyme. Thus the knowledge of the laws 
presented here will not make anyone a master builder. But it will allow talent to take 
a shortcut in this experiment and to protect it from excesses. It describes a curative 
restraint within which genius must move, in order to produce works that satisfy aes-
thetic perception while simultaneously justifying themselves to scientific intellect”.11 
And in 1950, 67 years later, Le Corbusier noted: “Maintenant, voulez-vous admet-
tre en simple bonne foi, avec moi, que le ‘Modulor’ est un outil de travail, un outil 
précis; disons que c’est un clavier, un piano, un piano accordé. Le piano est accordé; 
il vous reste à jouer bien et c’est vous que cela regarde. Le ‘Modulor’ ne donne pas 
de talent, et du génie encore moins. Il ne rend pas subtil les épais; il leur offre l’ai-
sance pouvant résulter de l’emploi de mesures sûres. Mais, dans le stock illimité des 
combinaisons du ‘Modulor’, c’est vous qui choisissez”.12 Despite these warnings, it 
is precisely such a conceptualization of proportions as a quasi-automatized design 
tool that subsequently prevailed, leading to its stigmatization. 

Architecture, City, and Proportions 
Proportions pose a significant challenge not just for architecture, but also 

for urban design, particularly in regard to the assumption that the latter can sim-
ply be understood as an extension of architecture. The high degree of abstraction 

Fig. 1: Theodor Fischer, Proportions, no date
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inherent to proportions – whether mathematical, geometric, or musical – renders 
them attractive, in order to apply them to both the architectural and the urban scales 
without differentiation – without considering the specific differences of these reali-
ties. If both a house and a square can be designed according to certain relationships, 
then the differences between these two dimensions are eliminated. In fact, there are 
numerous examples from antiquity, in which the agora of the Hippodamian Plan 
was laid out according to very specific ratios for its sides. The numerous ideal city 
blocks of the Renaissance were planned according to certain proportional relation-
ships in regard to their grid, the width of the streets, the shape of the squares – even 
down to the angle at which buildings and axes were rotated from one another. 
Alberti distinguished between streets, squares, and palaces, in which the former 
was determined by the ratio of width to length, and the latter by the ratio of width 
to length and height. This means that, in regard to proportions, architecture also 
consists of a third dimension.13

This same logic is reflected in many of the previously noted examples. Le Corbus-
ier’s vision for an abstract landscape viewed from the airplane, as well as his plans 
for the ideal city, were both governed by the golden ratio; his architecture can also 
be understood as an extension of this. The same could be said, too, of the propor-
tional models of Hans van der Laan, which can simply be extended from the scale 
of architecture to the scale of the city. It should be abundantly clear that the city is 
more than just great architecture. One must only refer to Plato, when he discovered 
an example of the distinction between justice and injustice in the context of the city: 
“‘I’ll tell you’, I said, ‘Do we talk sometimes of a justice of an individual person, and 
sometimes perhaps of a whole city-state too?’ ‘Certainly,’ he said. ‘And of course a 
state is something larger than one person?’ ‘Yes it is,’ he said. ‘In which case justice 
may be of a greater scale in the larger context and be easier to understand. If you 
wish them, let’s firstly try to find out what kind of a thing it is in states, then let’s 
examine it in this way in each individual too by looking closely at the resemblance of 
the greater in the form of the lesser’”.14 Proportions thus reveal a perilous tendency 
to suspend any difference in scale, which is particularly inadequate considering the 
controversial context of the city pitted against architecture, and the question of who 
is responsible for designing the city. As Rainer Schützeichel describes in his contri-
bution, the fact that there are alternative approaches is demonstrated by Theodor 
Fischer, who structured this transition between architecture and urban design in a 
much more subtle way. 

We would like to take this opportunity to extend profound thanks to Stephan 
Mäder, the former director of the Department of Architecture at the ZHAW who 
initiated this project, and to Oya Atalay Franck, the current director who brought 
the project to completion. 

Finally, there are also proportions in translation. We have chosen to remain as 
close to the original formulation of the German texts as possible in this English 
edition of the book.
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Vignola, ‘dévignolisation’? – VIGNOLA!
In 1733, the first edition of a small pamphlet entitled Proportional Archi-

tecture was printed in London, of which nothing other than the name of its author, 
William Robinson, is known.1 The title also summarizes the content.2 Well-propor-
tioned architecture is extolled; it can be guaranteed through the division of the five 
Classical orders into equal parts. Therein lies the virtue and the temptation: “After 
so concise a Method” and “Easy to every Capacity.” It touts a simple, accessi-
ble-to-the-everyman method. In this way, transmitting knowledge of the architec-
tural orders should serve as a certain basis for well-proportioned architecture. As 
a result, these pleasing proportions can be applied to a building almost effortlessly. 

All of this, at its core, was already explicated in Vignola’s Regola, which was 
likely first published in 1562. Often overlooked, Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola (1507–
1573) envisioned a doctrine of architectural order based on one single principle. It 
was his stated purpose to propose a simple, easy-to-apply rule: the mantra was 
“una breve regola facile, et spedita”.3 Naturally, the pleasing effect, the – instanta-
neous – perception through the senses was paramount. This correlation is most dis-
tinctly conveyed by music. Vignola purported this observation and formulated it so: 
“Laonde considerando piu adentro quanto ogni nostro senso si compiaccia in questa 
proportione, et le cose spiacevoli essere fuori di quella, come provano li Musici nella 
lor scienza sensatamente”.4 There was no alternative to this. And in architecture, 
according to this logic, the correct proportions would quickly and reliably generate 
the intended pleasant sensory impression. It was then only a matter of conferring 
this insight from the realm of the ear to that of the eye, which, ostensibly, should be 
able to occur effortlessly. 

Vignola’s Regola appeared to ensure all of this. For his part, he had previously 
been considering the applicability of “ogni mediocre ingegno” for some time. This 
resulted in a singular success story. Angelo Comolli (1760–1794) later cited Vigno-
la’s Regola as “il libro diletto, e l’Abbiccì degli architetti”.5 And for Quatremère de 
Quincy (1755–1849), it was the ideal combination of “autorité” and “raison.” 

Werner Oechslin

A Theory of Proportions –  
the (unfulfilled) longings of 
 architects
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But then, Le Corbusier (1887–1965) arrived on the scene and began touting his 
“dévignolisation.” Late in his life, in 1955, he writes in his Poème de l’Angle droit: 
“…Et Vignole – enfin – est foutu! Merci! Victoire!” How misleading! Le Corbusier 
is rooted precisely in Vignola’s tradition. His “tracés régulateurs” are based on the 
same simple concept of equally divided parts suggested in 1733 in the little pam-
phlet on Proportional Architecture, which had praised them as ‘methodologically’ 
expedient.

In 1929, he described the “tracés régulateurs” in L’Architecture Vivante as a 
means of creating a “composition plastique,” to lend it “une precision très grande 

Fig. 2: William Robinson, 
Proportional Archi-
tecture, London 1733, 
Frontispiece
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dans le proportionnement.” In this, he also follows the well-established demands 
and overall regard for a reliable, simple, and easy-to-apply method.6 Le Corbus-
ier certainly concedes that his preoccupation with relational proportions has long 
been recognized and executed: “employé à toutes grandes époques d’une façon 
consciente,” as he states. Le Corbusier knows his history, even if he occasionally 
disavows it in order to portray his own authority in a better light. He was – osten-
sibly – most concerned with challenging the “académisme,” which he had declared 
his nemesis after the debacle following his competition entry for the new Société des 
Nations building in Geneva. However, in reality, Le Corbusier hardly contributed 

Fig. 3: William Robinson, 
Proportional Architecture, 

London 1733, Title
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anything that had not already long been said about the topic of proportions in 
architecture. 

A solo act, Le Corbusier loved to write his own history. In his Modulor – under 
the rubric “Chronology” – he introduces “notre homme,” the “homme mis ici en 
question,” as well as “un autodidacte,” whose observations such as the discovery 
of natural laws are put on display.7 Whether or not “avec plus ou moins d’intuition 
et de clairvoyance” occurs, as he remarks in regard to the other discussions on the 
fourth dimension, he concludes “it doesn’t matter”.8 His life is dedicated to art, and 
most especially to the quest for harmony: “une vie consacrée à l’art, et tout partic-
ulièrement à la recherche d’une harmonie!” This alone is what matters; it absolved 
him from precise reasoning, from citing any sources – and allowed him to arrive at 
his claims and principles all the more directly. 

Fig. 4: Le Corbusier, Le Modulor, 1950, Title
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The search for laws was already postulated in the manifesto of Purism.9 Le 
Corbusier recalled how he had described the Parthenon as “un produit de sélection 
appliqueé à un standard”.10 Architecture deals in standards, which he illustrates 
using the example of the Parthenon, the paradigm of Greek culture. He does not 
attribute this creation to the building’s architects, Iktinos and Kallikrates, whose 
other buildings Le Corbusier considers “froids” and “indifférentes” – but rather, to 
Phidias and Pericles.11 Le Corbusier turns his focus to the ideators, even though he 
is more concerned with the processes of manufacturing, the ‘modern’ standards he 
observes in the automobile, and how they are reflected in temple-building of ancient 
times. This ‘exaggerated’ comparison between the automobile and the Parthenon 
contains all of the brisance and provocation inherent to the Corbusian experiment. 
It is not a mere comparison between ancient and modern technology, but rather, the 
world of the imagination and creativity is merged with the modern advantages of 
predictability. Le Corbusier insists all the while upon his explanation of architecture 
as “pure création de l’esprit.” It is important to him to resolve this purported con-
tradiction and transform it into something beneficial. Such arguments characterize 
his logic; one is forced overlook his tendency to treat references and explanations 
lightly, and bend the truth to serve his purposes. 

But unlike his provocations, when using formulations that do not befit the typ-
ical practices of language and argumentation, he falls short of his goal. This, and 
other assertions pursuant to them, seem much more plausible as a result, such as 
in this sentence: “le Parthénon est un produit de sélection appliquée à un standard 
établi”.12 The resulting thesis is located at the beginning of the section dedicated to 
the automobile in Vers une architecture: “L’architecture agit sur des standards”.13 
“Standards,” to Le Corbusier, are related to logic and analysis, and – continuing the 

Fig. 5: Le Corbusier, Le Modulor, 1950, Full spread
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argument outlined in Modulor in regard to proportions – this should be specified 
and substantiated through “expérimentation,” confirming theory through practice: 
“Les standards sont choses de logique, d’analyse, de scrupuleuse étude; ils s’établis-
sent sur un problème bien posé. L’expérimentation fixe définitivement le standard”.14 
As such, a “Grille des proportions” is compiled, which is displayed in tables of 

Fig. 6: Gyorgy Kepes, Modul, Proportion, Symmetrie, Rhythmus, 1969, Title
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comparable geometric divisions of squares, a sort of grammar of recurring shapes. 
Le Corbusier sees this as a kind of game: “Ce jeu est sans limite”.15 And even this 
is neither false nor surprising, as much as it seems to contradict the oppressive 
determinism of the system. Naturally, the combinatorics – in the grand tradition of 
Aristotle – are “practical and speculative16,” and therefore inherently playful. 

Le Corbusier refrains from anything too overtly mechanistic17 – similar to an 
earlier essay co-authored with Amédée Ozenfant (1886–1966) entitled Sur la Plas-
tique in the first issue of Esprit Noveau – as alluring as this may have been. This 
time, it seems, he aligns himself with those who advocate constructing modular-
ity, flexibility, expression, and diversity out of modules and proportions; those 
who – like Philip Morrison – speak of a “modularity of knowledge”.18 Rudolf 
Arnheim’s (1904–2007) essay in Gyorgy Kepes’s (1906–2001) collection of texts, 
Modul, Proportion, Symmetrie, Rhythmus, closely examined Le Corbusier’s pen-
chant for standards. The art of seduction they embody were regarded as critically 
as will be done here.19

As soon as one begins to embrace the ludic argument, one is forced to encounter 
the uncompromising maxims of a universally valid set of laws.20 Le Corbusier does 
not place his primary emphasis on (externally visible) proportions in and of them-
selves, but rather, what they should be founded upon, referencing the basic assump-
tions of “bases certaines” connected to “standards,” as well as a “nécessité d’or-
dre”.21 The limits of rationalization, of abstract measurements and numerical figures, 
considering the external world ruled by human perception, are ignored. Le Corbusier 
acts; he does not acknowledge the conditional stance of the critical observer. 

Arnheim’s commentary on the difference between mathematics and the reality of 
physics is sobering: rationality that is too strongly and formally expressed through 
patterns and standards does not lead to “absolute beauty.” It merely “manifests a 
particular style”; even more emphatically, he notes that the urge to follow a given 
order can lead to the suppression of “expression,” leading to playing “a game in a 
vacuum”.22

Le Corbusier may be content with potentials of a particular style. This is well 
suited to the general discourse on the development of a modern architecture. In 
Vers une architecture, the question of style – more specifically, overcoming styles 
and replacing them with one true style – was at the forefront. This was described in 
reference to not only “perfection” and “harmony,” but also to “beauté” thus: “De 
là naît le style, c’est à dire cet acquis unanimement reconnnu d’un état de perfection 
unaninemement ressentie”.23 

The Modulor was intended to provide an “explication simple et rapide,” through 
which Le Corbusier was once again forced to return to the criteria outlined by 
Vignola in Regola. Anyways! Whether universally legal obligations can be negoti-
ated or whether they are ‘only’ about a “jeu,” is irrelevant – “passée la porte des 
miracles24…” (!) – if one comprehends and accepts all of this. It does not seem 
to matter whether logical discipline or spontaneity is at work. Arnheim, however, 
clearly refuses to accept this rather naïve explanation of harmony and form, as he 
explains: “This theory, however, completely obscures intellectual curiosity”.25 A 


